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1. List of Abbreviations 

AHA    American Health Association 

Anti-RAM-11   Anti-Rabbit Macrophage 

Anti-SMA   Anti-Smooth Muscle Actin 

ATP    Adenosine Triphosphate 

Ca    Calcium 

CA    Contrast Agent 

CAM    Cell Adhesion Molecule 

CCS    Color-Coded Sonography 

CPS    Counts per Second 

CS    Chondroitin Sulfate 

CT    Computed Tomography 

CTA    Computed Tomography Angiography 

CVD    Cardiovascular Disease 

BLISS    Beamline Instrumentation Software Support 

DS    Dermatan Sulfate 

EC    Endothelial Cell 

ESRF    European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 

Eu    Europium 

Fe    Iron 

g    Gram 

GAG    Glycosaminoglycan 

GBCA    Gadolinium-based Contrast Agent 

Gd    Gadolinium 

Gd-BOPTA   Gadobenate Dimeglumine 

GF    Growth Factor 

HA    Hyaluronic Acid (hyaluronan) 

HS    Heparan Sulfate 

IHC    Immunohistochemistry 

IL    Interleukin 

IONP    Iron Oxide Nanoparticle 

IV    Intravenous 

IVUS    Intravascular Ultrasound 

keV    Kilo-Electron Volts 
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kg    Kilogram 

KM    Kontrastmitteln  

LAGeSo   Landesamt für Gesundheit und Soziales 

LA-ICP-MS   Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled Mass Spectrometry 

LDL    Low Density Lipoprotein 

LGE    Late Gadolinium Enhancement 

LOD    Limit of Detection 

LP    Lipoprotein 

M    Molar 

mA    Milliampere 

MMP    Matrix Metalloproteinase 

MR    Magnetic Resonance 

MRA    Magnetic Resonance Angiography 

MRI    Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

ms    milliseconds 

µM    Micromolar 

µm    Micrometer 

NIRF    Near Infra-Red Fluorescence 

NIRS    Near Infra-Red Spectroscopy 

nm    Nanometer 

nmol    nanomol 

NSF    Nephrogenic Systemic Fibrosis 

NZW    New Zealand White 

OCT    Optical Coherence Tomography 

P    Phosphorus 

PAMP    Pathogen-Associated Molecular Pattern 

PET    Positron Emission Tomography 

PG    Proteoglycan 

PyMCA   Python Multichannel Analyzer 

RGB    Red Green Blue 

ROI    Region of Interest 

ROS    Reactive Oxygen Species 

S    Sulfur 

SMC    Smooth Muscle Cell 
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SPECT   Single-Photon Emission Tomography 

SR-µXRF   Synchrotron Radiation micro X-Ray Fluorescence 

VCAM   Vascular Cell Adhesion Molecule  

VH-IVUS   Virtual Histology Intravascular Ultrasound 

VSOP    Very Small Superparamagnetic Iron Oxide Nanoparticle 

ZeBanC   Zentrale Biomaterialbank der Charité 
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2. Abstrakt 

2.1. Abstrakt (Deutsch) 

Ziel: Die Möglichkeiten einer Charakterisierung atherosklerotischer Plaques mittels 

Magnetresonanztomographie (MRT) unter Einsatz von i.v. applizierten unspezifischen 

Eisenoxid-Nanopartikel (IONP)-basierten und Gadolinium (Gd)-haltigen Kontrastmitteln 

(KM) sind Gegenstand der Forschung. Um ein besseres Verständnis zu erhalten, welche 

pathologischen Veränderungen in der Gefäßwand durch die KM markiert werden, wurde in der 

vorliegenden experimentellen Arbeit für je einen Vertreter dieser beiden KM-Typen die 

Mikroverteilung in atherosklerotischen Plaques an histologischen Präparaten mittels 

Elementmikroskopie untersucht.  

 

Methoden: Die vorliegende Arbeit wurde als Post-hoc-Analyse von archivierten 

Gewebeproben durchgeführt, die im Rahmen einer früheren In-vivo-MRT-Studie an einem 

Kaninchenmodell der Atherosklerose zur Untersuchung der Signaländerungen in der 

Gefäßwand nach i.v. Injektion sehr kleiner IONP (VSOP) und Gd-BOPTA gewonnen wurden. 

Zur Unterscheidung von endogenem Fe wurde Europium-dotiertes VSOP (Eu-VSOP) 

verwendet. Serienschnitte (5 µm) von Formalin-fixierten Gefäßwandpräparaten wurden mittels 

IHC (Movat-Pentachrom, von Kossa und Alcian), IHC (anti-smooth muscle cell actin (Anti-

SMA) und Anti-Kaninchen-Makrophagen (Anti-RAM 11)) gefärbt und mittels 

Elementmikroskopie (Laserablation mit induktiv gekoppelter Plasma-Massenspektrometrie 

(LA-ICP-MS) und Synchrotronstrahlungs-basierter Mikro-Röntgen-Fluoreszenz (SR-μXRF) 

Spektroskopie untersucht und hieraus Elementverteilungskarten von Fe, Eu, Gd, Schwefel (S), 

Phosphor (P) und Calcium (Ca) erzeugt. HC, IHC und Elementverteilungen wurden verglichen. 

 

Ergebnisse: Mittels IHC konnte die Pathomorphologie atherosklerotischer Plaques 

charakterisiert werden. Die Elementarmikroskopie zeigte, dass die S-Verteilung dem 

anatomischen Aufbau der arteriellen Gefäßwandschichten folgt, während die P-Verteilung 

zellreiche Areale anzeigt. LA-ICP-MS hatte eine Nachweisgrenze von ~ 0,1 nmol/g für Gd 

sowie von ~ 100 nmol/g für Fe. Das Eu-positive Signal identifizierte das Vorhandensein von 

VSOP in der Gefäßwand und ermöglichte die Abgrenzung von Eu-VSOP gegenüber der 

Verteilung von endogenem Fe. ECM-Material korrelierte mit dem Eu-Signal, der Fe-

Konzentration und der maximalen Gd-Konzentration. Eu-VSOP war in frühen Läsionen auf 

das Endothel beschränkt, während es in fortgeschrittenen Plaques mit zellreichen Arealen 
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korrelierte. Die Gd-Verteilung war in gesunden Arterien homogen, in frühen und 

fortgeschrittenen Plaques jedoch inhomogen. SR-μXRF-Scans mit einer Auflösung von 0,5 μm 

zeigten Gd-Hotspots mit zusätzlich erhöhten P- und Ca-Konzentrationen am intimomedialen 

Übergang und Durchmessern im Bereich von einigen Mikrometern bis zu Submikrometern.  

 

Schlussfolgerungen: Eu-VSOP und Gd weisen unterschiedliche räumliche Verteilungen in 

atherosklerotischen Plaques auf. Während die Verteilung von Eu-VSOP stärker zellassoziiert 

ist und zur Überwachung des Fortschreitens von atherosklerotischen Plaques verwendet werden 

kann, weist die Gd-Verteilung auf eine arterielle Verkalkung hin und kann bei der 

Charakterisierung der Plaque-Vulnerabilität hilfreich sein. 
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2.2. Abstract (English) 

Purpose: The value of contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with IV 

administration of nonspecific contrast agents (CAs) based on iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) 

and gadolinium (Gd) is currently being investigated in characterizing atherosclerotic plaques.. 

In this experimental dissertation study, we investigated the microdistribution of one CA 

representative of each of these two CA types in atherosclerotic plaques by elemental 

microscopy of histological sections in order to further better-understand which pathologies of 

the arterial wall are targeted by these CAs. 

 

Methods: This dissertation study was performed on archived tissue specimens from a previous 

MRI study, which examined MRI signal changes in the vessel wall induced by very small 

IONPs (VSOPs) and Gd-BOPTA following IV injection in a rabbit model. Analytical 

discrimination of VSOPs from endogenous Fe was achieved by europium (Eu) doping of 

the particles, resulting in Eu-VSOPs. 5 μm serial sections of formalin-fixed arterial specimens 

were subjected to immunohistochemistry (IHC; Movat’s pentachrome, von Kossa, Alcian blue, 

anti-smooth muscle cell actin (anti-SMA), and anti-rabbit macrophage (anti-RAM-11)), and 

elemental microscopy with laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry 

(LA-ICP-MS) and synchrotron radiation μX-ray fluorescence (SR-μXRF) spectroscopy. 

Elemental distribution maps of Fe, Eu, Gd, sulfur (S), phosphorus (P) and calcium (Ca) were 

analyzed. 

 

Results: IHC revealed pathomorphology of the atherosclerotic plaques. S distribution matched 

the anatomy of arterial vessel wall layers, and P distribution revealed cellular areas. 

LA-ICP-MS detected Gd and Fe with a limit of detection of ~0.1 nmol/g and ~100 nmol/g, 

respectively. VSOPs were identified through Eu-positive signal, which also differentiated 

Eu-VSOP distribution from that of endogenous Fe. ECM material correlated with Eu signal 

intensity, Fe concentration, and maximum Gd concentration. In early lesions, Eu-VSOPs were 

confined to endothelium, whereas they accumulated in cellular areas in advanced plaques. Gd 

distribution was homogeneous in healthy arteries and inhomogeneous in early and advanced 

plaques. SR-μXRF revealed Gd hotspots with increased P and Ca concentrations majorly at the 

intimomedial interface and diameters ranging from a few micrometers to submicrometers. 
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Conclusions: Spatial distributions Eu-VSOPs and Gd in atherosclerotic plaques are different. 

Eu-VSOP distribution is more cell-associated, suggesting their use in monitoring 

atherosclerotic plaque progression. Gd distribution indicates arterial calcification, which might 

help in characterizing plaque vulnerability. 
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3. Manteltext 

3.1. Introduction 

Parts of the text passages presented in this publication-based dissertation study, mainly in the 

Abstract, the Materials and Methods and in the Results sections, are similar to the corresponding 

text passages in my original publication. Complete citation list, original publication, 

‘Declaration of Own Contribution to the Top-Journal Publication’ with the detailed description 

of own contribution and proof of top-journal list are provided within following sections.  

 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) including ischemic heart disease, arterial disease, myocardial  or 

cerebral infarction, stroke, heart failure and sudden cardiac death has emerged as a predominant 

healthcare concern [1, 2]. With growing cases of obesity, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia or 

metabolic syndromes in addition to the risk factors such as genetic background, age, sex, lack 

of exercise or smoking, CVD also holds an economic burden accounting for 17% of national 

health expenditures in the US in 2011 [3]. Less than a decade later, in 2017, CVD was found 

responsible for 17.8 million deaths worldwide with invaluable loss of lives and productivity, 

and other massive economic burden arising from disability [4]. Unless risk factor stratification 

and prevention are improved with the guidance of advanced prediction models, sizable increase 

in the CVD incidence is forecasted over the next decades especially in aging western 

populations [4,5]. An important body of evidence derived from post-mortem investigations and 

epidemiological studies has identified atherosclerosis as the underlying cause, based on which 

investigators propose three central goals of research: early detection of atherosclerotic plaque 

development, elucidation of underlying mechanisms of plaque progression, and discrimination 

of stable and vulnerable plaques [6,7]. 

 

Intact arterial structure is a poroelastic, shear-flow modulated environment with vascular 

endothelium playing a pivotal role in vasodilation and inhibition of rolling and tethering of 

circulating monocytes or platelets [8]. Among the theories on the origin of atherogenesis, 

response to injury was proposed by Ross and Glomset, which declares that injury to the 

endothelium is the foremost initiating event that primarily takes place by the accumulation of 

low-density lipoproteins (LDLs) on the endothelial lineage [9, 10]. This alters blood flow, 

increases turbulence, and creates early signs of vessel wall inflammation (Fig. 1a) [10, 11]. 

Another theory  calls biologically active lipids as the initiators rather than the accumulation of 

the LDLs on the endothelial lineage [12]. Oxidative stress theory proposes that oxidative 
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modifications on the LDLs are induced by small lipoperoxide transfer seeding onto the LDL 

core by reactive oxygen species (ROS) released from natural cellular activities such as 

proliferation of smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and activated monocytes [13, 14]. These 

biologically active lipids participate in further lipid peroxidation, activation of the cell surface 

receptors on the endothelium and leukocyte recruitment subsequently affecting downstream 

signaling cascades causing inflammation in the vessel wall [14]. Lipoproteins (LPs) that are 

bound to other components within the tissue extracellular matrix (ECM) such as proteoglycans 

(PGs) and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are known to be more sensitive to such modifications 

and enzymatic hydrolysis that increase atherogenicity [15].  

 

 

Currently, atherosclerosis is accepted as a spatially and temporally heterogeneous process with 

an interplay of complicated pathological and molecular mechanisms taking place upon 

interactions of atherogenic entities on the endothelium, and subentothelial retention of such 

molecules by the ECM molecules (Fig. 1) [16, 17]. Known as the response-to-retention theory, 

low-grade inflammation within the vessel wall activates endothelial cells (ECs), vascular 

SMCs, monocytes, macrophages, T-cells, B-cells, dendritic cells and fibroblasts in the 

subendothelial space [18]. Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) on the endothelium interact with 

circulating blood leukocytes, enabling them to extravasate into the subendothelial space, and 

differentiate into mature macrophages, which than engulf lipids and give rise to foam cells 

(Fig. 1a) [19]. Immune activities release cytokines, also known as interleukins (ILs), growth 

factors (GFs) and of ROS, subsequently leading to subendothelial retention and modifications 

of the LPs, eventually resulting in endothelial dysfunction [20-21].  

 

Lesion formation in atherosclerosis may persist with growing lesion size and inflammatory 

pathology if unabated. Meanwhile, outward arterial remodeling compensates for compromised 

blood flow and partially relieves ischemia through formation of neovessels originating from the 

vasa vasorum and extending into the intima (Fig. 1b, 1c) [22]. Medial SMCs undergo 

phenotypic change from the contractile to the synthetic phenotype and migrate into intimal 

regions, where they synthesize extracellular matrix (ECM) that enriched in proteoglycans (PG) 

and glycosaminoglycans (GAG) to cover enlarging foam cells. Similar to scar formation, this 

activity gives rise to a thick collagenous fibrous cap (Fig. 1b)  [23]. The most important 

determinant of acute symptoms result from erosion or uneven thinning of the fibrous cap by 
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matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) activity, which degrades the ECM and leads to fissure 

formation or plaque rupture (Fig. 1c) [7].  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of atherosclerotic plaque progression. a Intact arterial structure allows vasodilation 

and prevents rolling and tethering of blood components. Atherosclerosis is initiated by accumulation of low-density 

lipoproteins (LDLs) on the endothelium. Blood leukocytes extravasate into the subendothelial space, and 

differentiate into mature macrophages, thereby giving rise to foam cells. b Medial SMCs undergo phenotypic 

changes and migrate into the growing intima, where they synthesize extracellular matrix (ECM) as part of outward 

remodeling. This gives rise to a thick collagenous fibrous cap [23]. C Matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) activity 

degrades the ECM that results in thinning of the fibrous cap, subsequently leading to fissure formation or plaque 

rupture. Adapted with permission from [24].  

 

In clinical practice, atherosclerosis is typically diagnosed by catheter-based X-ray angiography, 

a luminographic procedure that detects arterial stenosis or occlusion but cannot reliably 

discriminate between stable and vulnerable plaque. X-ray angiography and other imaging 

modalities including color-coded sonography (CCS), computed tomography angiography 

(CTA), and magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) can be used to evaluate compromised 

blood flow and grade luminal narrowing morphologically [25]. However, these methods have 

limitations because they may only show non-significant arterial narrowing resulting in failed 

detection of especially earlier stages of the plaque formation due to expansive remodeling [26]. 

Because of such diagnostic limitations, sudden clinical events are often observed in patients 

with angiographically mild luminal narrowing and are due to thrombotic occlusion related to 

plaque fissures or erosions. Further developments of diagnostic tests focus on detecting 

mechanisms of inflammation, in which molecular imaging has emerged as a promising 

approach [27].  
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Currently, various imaging modalities are being reviewed for their value in vulnerable plaque 

characterization [28-32]. Catheter-based approaches involving near infrared 

fluorescence / spectroscopy (NIRF/NIRS), optical coherence tomography (OCT) or 

intravascular ultrasound (IVUS), despite their strength such as real-time imaging, high spatial 

resolution and multimodal capabilities, are disadvantageous due to their invasive nature or 

operator dependency [28, 29]. CT is promising in imaging coronary plaque calcification and 

predicting major cardiovascular events. Its advantages include short acquisition time, 

anatomical imaging capability, high penetration depth and resolution, while it gives out poor 

soft tissue contrast and involves radiation [30]. Radionuclide imaging approaches including 

positron emission tomography (PET) and single-photon emission tomography (SPECT) have 

excellent intrinsic sensitivity with unlimited penetration depth, and yield cellular or molecular 

information, e.g. glucose metabolism, MMP activity or apoptosis [31, 32]. However, the 

requirement of cyclotrons for the generation of imaging tracers, low spatial resolution, and 

radioactivity are major drawbacks of radionuclide-based imaging approaches. 

 

The ideal method for clinical imaging of atherosclerosis is noninvasive and combines 

angiographic examination and assessment of pathological changes on the plaque composition 

with quantitative analysis and predictive value at the molecular level. The major pathological 

processes of atherosclerotic plaque progression are: lipid accumulation, fibrous cap formation 

and thinning, ECM accumulation and degradation, apoptosis and vascular calcification, 

erosion, intraplaque hemorrhage and thrombosis [33]. MRI has the distinguished feature of 

providing unique soft tissue contrast with submillimeter spatial resolution, and its sensitivity is 

improved by contrast agent (CA) administration that allows anatomic and physiologic 

examination [34]. Following intravenous (IV) injection of metal-based CA, either paramagnetic 

gadolinium (Gd)-based chelates (GBCAs) in the clinical setting or superparamagnetic iron 

oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) in experimental studies, dynamic MRI allows quantitative 

characterization of arterial stenosis as well as identification of features associated with plaque 

progression [35].  

 

MRI depends on longitudinal (T1) and transverse (T2) relaxation times of bulk water protons, 

which create contrast in biological tissues by alterations upon interactions of CAs with tissue 

composition. Shortening of the T1 relaxation time of a tissue results in positive contrast in 

T1-weighted images, while shortening of T2 (T2*) relaxation time results in negative contrast 

in T2- (T2*-) weighted images [34]. GBCAs are T1 imaging agents known to distribute within 
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the intravascular and extravascular/extracellular space nonspecifically after IV administration 

and to be cleared via  rapid renal excretion [36]. GBCAs predominantly shorten T1 relaxation 

times of neoplastic lesions with increased perfusion, vascularity or vascular permeability. 

Sensitivity of GBCAs has been improved in order to detect molecular targets during 

atherosclerotic plaque progression, which subsequently resulted in the development of targeted 

GBCAs at specific plaque components such as fibrin or elastin [37–39]. Importantly, in a recent 

study that serves as the basis to this dissertation research work, we investigated correlations 

between vessel wall late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) in T1-weighted MRI and histologic 

markers of atherosclerotic plaque progression over a time course of 60 min [40]. We observed 

a steady increase from moderate to strong correlation with ECM material or calcifications, and 

low correlation with macrophages (Fig. 2).  

 

Tissue deposition of Gd is a well-known phenomenon in patients who are administered GBCAs 

in their MRI examinations. Gd tissue deposition has been linked to nephrogenic systemic 

fibrosis (NSF), and studies have reported biodistribution of Gd around vascularized areas of 

skin, kidney, liver and brain after IV administration [41-43]. Observations of non-uniformly 

distributing insoluble Gd colocalizing with phosphorus (P) and calcium (Ca) indicate Gd 

dissociation and transchelation by physiological anions that can possible result in reactive 

immune cell response [44-48]. Gd deposition in the heart and aorta has also been published, 

while quantitative data on Gd deposition in atherosclerotic plaques are still lacking [49]. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Late gadolinium (Gd) enhancement (LGE) in arterial vessel wall (T1-weighted MRI) and correlation with 

ECM material over time. There is a steady increase from moderate to strong correlation with proteoglycan (PG)- and 

glycosaminoglycan (GAG)-rich ECM material or calcifications. Correlation is lowest with macrophages and remains 

stable over a time course of 60 min. Adapted with permission from [40]. 
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IONPs are known T2 imaging probes with a pronounced T2-shortening effect in areas of focal 

accumulation of these probes [49]. IONPs are cleared by the reticuloendothelial system after 

IV application, a mechanism which has been extensively studied as a promising imaging 

strategy as these nanoparticles are concentrated in macrophages upon phagocyctosis that results 

in decreased signal intensity [50, 51]. IONPs can also be conjugated to peptides or antibodies, 

examples of which are frequently used to visualize endothelial dysfunction, proteolysis or 

apoptosis. Well-known molecular targets include CAMs such as αvβ3-integrin or vascular 

adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), annexin-V, and MMP-2 or MMP-9 [52–57]. Majority of 

studies investigating IONPs reported intraplaque distribution of nanoparticles 24 h after IV 

injection, and typically applied polymer-coated IONPs. Importantly, the use of citrate-coated 

very small superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (VSOPs) with a hydrodynamic size of 

7 nm, faster vascular distribution and longer blood half-life displayed earlier plaque uptake 

(<2 h) that correlated with the accumulation of ECM material [58, 59]. IONPs have also been 

used for imaging atherosclerotic plaque inflammation in humans in clinical trials, not only to 

assess the progression but also patient selection with high risk [50]. 

 

Until the last years, studies utilizing contrast-enhanced MRI for imaging atherosclerotic plaque 

progression had focused on the cellular mediators of the inflammation, thus leaving ECM 

mostly ignored. However, in the last years, MR imaging of the ECM has been attracting 

attention, primarily because ECM is the most abundant component of the vascular 

ultrastructure, the coordinate synthesis and turnover of the ECM are fundamental features of 

plaque instability, and the biologically active nature of the ECM highlights potential novel 

probe-target interactions [60, 61]. In other words, alterations in the ECM composition offer a 

large pool of molecules, functions or relative distributions of which might grant crucial 

information for the characterization and monitoring.  

 

ECM is a highly organized and complex biochemical meshwork of intervened structural 

composition in biological tissues with intrinsic poroelactic interactions and electroviscous 

effects (Fig. 3) [62]. Mainly two different units of structural entities form its composition: 

fibril-forming molecules and non-fibril forming molecules. These molecules are collagen, 

elastin and fibrin, comprising fibril-forming units, and PGs and GAGs comprising non-fibril 

forming units. There are also other types of interfibrillar molecules such as laminin, tenascin 

and fibronectin, which play valuable roles in supporting the interactions between structural 

ECM molecules by assisting contact formations, and bridging the ECM to the cells and to other 
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forms of soluble molecules such as GFs, cytokines and signalling molecules within the ECM 

[63-65]. Collagen, elastin and fibrin are the major entities, which provide tensile strength and 

elasticity to the arterial tissue, whereas PGs and GAGs are known to serve as gel-like ground 

filling medium with significant viscoelastic properties as well as regulatory units that govern 

intermolecular communication within the arterial tissue composition  [61, 64].  

 

Collagen is the most abundant fibrillar protein family in the ECM with nearly 30 different types 

and more than 40 different genetically variable subtypes with distinct polypeptide chains 

(Fig. 3)  [66]. In the arterial ECM, collagen type I, III, IV, V, VI and VIII are known to be 

expressed with collagen type I being the most dominant among others [61, 67]. Structurally, 

collagen is a triple helix composed of 3 α-polypeptide chains, forming the basic motif, also 

known as procollagen, which can subsequently form higher complexity of fibrillary networks 

in the form of homodimers or heterodimers [66]. Expression, aggregation or degradation of 

collagen are key characteristic events during atherosclerotic plaque progression. Collagen 

accumulation peaks during the transformation of early stage atherosclerotic plaque formation, 

in which the ECM is a still a provisional loose matrix, composition of which is similar to wound 

healing, which mainly consists of gel-like ground filling non-fibril forming molecules [24]. In 

the fibrous plaque, collagen comprises majority of the ECM composition, because of which 

collagenous plaque is accepted to be the stable form as collagen provides the arterial tissue with 

the tensile strength, granting the ability to stretch despite that the lumen becomes more occluded 

due to enlarging intima. In fact, another pathological process of atherosclerotic plaque 

progression, typically known as thinning of the fibrous cap, refers to degradation of strong 

collagen fibril network by the enzymatic activities of the MMPs increased due to persisting 

inflammation [68]. 

 

Elastin is another component of the fibrillary network in humans, primarily found in the ECM 

of the arterial tissues, lungs and skin (Fig. 3). Notably, elastin forms an important fraction of 

the dry weight (more than 50%) in the large arteries [69]. In healthy arteries, it is mainly found 

in the medial layers of the arterial wall, expressed as the precursor tropoelastin molecules by 

the SMCs, which subsequently becomes mature elastin by cross-linkages, thus supporting the 

physical integrity, sustaining mechanical stress and vascular pressure [64]. During the course 

of atherosclerotic plaque progression, elastin prevents LDL infiltration by forming elastic 

lamellas in the growing neointima, however, similar to collagen, it is gradually degraded by the 

MMP-activity in advancing plaques [24, 70]. 
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The last component of the fibrillary network is fibrin, which is originally not a major part of 

healthy arteries, but becomes increasingly expressed in the course of atherosclerotic plaque 

progression. This is mainly due to persisting inflammatory activities, which enhance endothelial 

permeability with the influx of blood-derived components causing the collagen-rich stable 

plaque to become unstable [71]. At this stage, degradation of the ECM composition might lead 

to tear or rupture formations within the enlarging plaque, activities that involve 

fibrin-associated coagulation cascades that eventually form thrombi [61]. Coagulant activity of 

fibrin and its modular interactions make it a useful target for the characterization of the high-risk 

atherosclerotic plaques with subacute and acute indications [72, 73].  

 

As the non-fibril forming entities of the ECM, GAGs were historically only accepted for their 

space filling properties that was thought to be necessary for the organization and orientation of 

the ECM, however, currently, they are considered as key players in the regulatory network of 

the cell [74]. Their active involvements in governing the cellular communication have been 

acknowledged since their functional characteristics have been characterized through studies on 

their PG components [75-81]. GAGs constitute sugar-based elements of the ECM that are 

composed of dissacharides mostly covalently attached to a protein core, synthesis of which are 

regulated transcriptionally and post transcriptionally (Fig. 3) [24]. GAGs are distributed among 

different tissues or within a tissue highly heterogeneously, where they also are involved in 

diverse functions, all owing to their combinatorial biosynthesis that maximizes the amount of 

information that carry, thus resulting in their ability to participate in enriched types of 

interactions [77, 82]. Hyaluronic acid, also known as hyaluronan (HA), heparin, heparan sulfate 

(HS), chondroitin sulfate (CS) and dermatan sulfate (DS) are the major types of GAGs, all of 

which can be found in the arterial tissue composition with different distribution patterns. GAG 

types, distributions and proportions vary greatly during atherosclerotic plaque formation and 

progression. In genenal, immunohistochemical studies revealed their low presence in the 

healthy arterial wall but upregulation during progression with a general increase in the CS/DS 

content, and decrease in the HS content [83-85]. Owing to their highly negatively charged 

nature that brings about their ability to form electrostatic bridges between nearby molecules, 

GAGs are the basic components of dynamic supramolecular organization of the ECM, where 

they assist or regulate interactions with fibril-forming components such as collagen, fibrin or 

laminin by contributing to the tertiary complex formations and creating hydrated viscoelastic 

environments [63, 71]. They initiate and control signaling cascades, which become more 

prominent under inflammatory pathological conditions, during which they guide chemokines 
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to the cell surface, support cell migration and proliferation or retention of inflammatory 

elements or cells or pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) [71, 81, 86]. In early 

atherogenesis, endothelial activation, thereby permeability of the basement membrane is altered 

through actions of integrins by EC-bound chemokines, leading to transmigration of blood 

monocytes. HA, DS and HS have been suggested to take roles in this process [87]. 

 

Contrast-enhanced MRI with the use of GBCAs at the clinical level and IONPs in experimental 

studies have helped understand atherosclerotic plaque progression, though the focus has been 

more on the cellular mediators of the inflammation, thus leaving ECM ignored, which has only 

recently started to attract more attention in scientific research [61]. It is highly reasonable that 

metal-based CAs might disseminate within atherosclerotic plaques through mechanisms 

involving metal dissociation and complexation upon interactions with endogenous molecules 

and anionic components of the plaque ECM. Distributions of metals and non-metals as well as 

trace elements in biological tissues, cells, subcellular compartments, even in single organelles 

are key determinants of physiological interactions. Changes in single elemental concentrations 

can alter downstream signalling cascades, which may result in changes in gene and protein 

expression [88]. Moreover, molecular interactions between the ECM components are highly 

abundant during arterial remodelling, which might be useful in discriminating the mechanisms 

responsible for the transition of stable to vulnerable plaques (Fig. 3) [24].  
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Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the ECM composition. ECM is an organized complex biochemical meshwork, 

which is mainly composed of two different units of structural entities form its composition: fibril-forming molecules 

and non-fibril forming molecules. These molecules are collagen, elastin and fibrin comprising fibril-forming units, 

and PGs and GAGs comprising non-fibril forming units. Adapted with permission from [24]. 

 

 

A milestone toward the goal of MR imaging-based atherosclerotic plaque characterization lies 

in better-understanding interactions of metal-based CAs with the ECM composition by 

improved detection of CA metals. In this regard, elemental analysis has emerged as an advanced 

analytical approach, which provides great sensitivity and spatial resolution in detection of 

elements in situ. Among such approaches, mass spectrometry (MS) and synchrotron radiation 

μXRF (SR-μXRF) spectroscopy are two cutting-edge techniques offering the lowest limit of 

detection (LOD) and highest spatial resolution, respectively [42, 89]. MS is superior in 

measuring isotope ratios with high sensitivity owing to specific mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) of 

elements [89]. Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization MS (MALDI-MS) is the most 

extensively used method for mapping of elements and small biomolecules, or for protein 

identification and characterization on histological specimen [90]. However, matrix-related 

interferences present a challenge for quantification. Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) coupled 
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to the MS helps overcome this challenge due to effective medium for vaporizing, atomizing 

and matrix-independent ionizing the specimen composition for subsequent detection [91]. Laser 

ablation (LA) was introduced as an imaging MS technique by coupling it to the ICP-MS, which 

enabled direct and fast measurements and spatial mapping of elements on ex vivo tissue 

sections [92]. On the other hand, SR-μXRF analysis is gold standard in imaging and detecting 

elements in biological systems at low and submicrometer spatial resolution [93]. Hard X-ray’s 

large penetration depth and absence of bremsstrahlung enable non-destructive investigation on 

cellular and even subcellular level, which makes SR-μXRF  capable of quantitative imaging of 

whole cells [93-95]. 

 

In this dissertation study, we aimed at better-understanding microdistribution of CA metals 

from experimentally available IONPs (Eu-VSOPs) and clinically used GBCAs (Gd-BOPTA, 

gadobenate dimeglumine) in arterial tissue sections at different stages of atherosclerotic plaque 

progression. We utilized IHC and correlative elemental microscopy by LA-ICP-MS and 

SR-µXRF.  
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3.2. Materials and Methods 

This thesis study was performed on archived arterial tissue specimens obtained from a previous 

MRI study on the New Zealand White (NZW) rabbit model of atherosclerosis, which examined 

signal changes in the vessel wall induced by very small IONPs (VSOPs) and Gd-BOPTA 

following IV injection. The study was conducted in accordance with the requirements of 

directive 2010/63/EU and the German Animal Protection Act and approved by the local 

animal protection committee of the Landesamt für Gesundheit und Soziales (LAGeSo, 

Berlin State Office for Health and Social Affairs, Germany). Experimental conditions were 

constant at all times and have been explained in detail elsewhere [96].  

 

Twelve male NZW rabbits (Charles River Laboratories Germany GmbH, Sulzfeld, 

Germany) with initial body weights of 1.5 – 2.0 kg were kept individually in conventional 

cages with access to water and hay briquettes ad libitum. For induction of atherosclerosis, 

they were fed pelleted complete diet supplemented by 0.2% cholesterol (Altromin Spezialfutter 

GmbH & Co. KG, Lage, Germany) ad libitum for a total of 26 weeks. At 4 and 8 weeks after 

the start of the diet, the rabbits were subcutaneously injected with heat shock protein (65 kD 

HSP from Mycobacterium bovis BCG, fragment 180-188, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, 

Steinheim, Germany). At 8 weeks after the start of the diet, vascular endothelial growth factor 

(recombinant human VEGF, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Steinheim, Germany) was 

intravenously (IV) injected (see also electronic supplementary material for induction of 

atherosclerosis and the animal model) [96].  

 

The rabbits were IV injected with VSOPs at a dose of 0.05 mmol Fe/kg body weight. VSOPs 

were synthesized at the Radiology Department of Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin 

according to the following properties: 0.5 M Fe concentration with 13% citric acid 

(weight/weight total Fe), 3 g/l sodium glycerophosphate, 2 g/l N-methylglucamine, and 60 g/l 

mannitol [97]. Analytical discrimination of VSOPs from endogenous Fe was obtained by 

europium (Eu) doping of the particles, resulting in Eu-VSOPs. This resulted in no 

alterations in the magnetic properties of the particles [96]. At 1 h after Eu-VSOP injection, 

10 rabbits were IV injected with Gd-BOPTA at a dose of 0.1 mmol/kg. 2 h after the initial CA 

administration, the rabbits were sacrificed. The vascular system was perfused with electrolyte 

solution, the aortic arch was removed and processed at 4oC overnight by formalin fixation and 

embedded in paraffin. Marcus Makowski kindly provided atherosclerosis-free control 
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specimens (Eu-VSOP-negative and Gd-positive controls were from rabbits examined with 

administration of Vasovist and elastin-specific CA (BMS753951) at a dose of 0.2 mmol/kg) 

were. These were processed under the same conditions. 

 

IHC analysis were performed on the 5 μm serial sections of formalin-fixed arterial specimens. 

Adjacent sections were subjected to Movat’s pentachrome, von Kossa, and Alcian blue (pH 1.0) 

histologic staining, anti-SMC actin (anti-SMA), and anti-rabbit macrophage (anti-RAM-11) 

immunostaining. Score-based semiquantitative assessment of plaque pathomorphology was 

done according to the pathologic features defined by the American Heart Association (AHA) 

(Table 1). Digital high-resolution scans of the histologic specimens were obtained at the 

Zentrale Biomaterialbank der Charité (ZeBanC). 

 

Table 1: Pathologic features of atherosclerotic plaque progression and AHA classification. 

Adapted with permission from [96]. 

Lesion type Pathomorphologic characteristics 

Early 

(types I-III) 

➢ Low level of ECM accumulation with fatty streaks, no or minimal 

level of macrophages. 

➢ Intact and thick media with contractile SMC phenotype.  

➢ Prone to progression. (Type III=preatheroma).  

Advanced 

(types IV-V) 

➢ Increasing lipid and ECM accumulation. 

➢ Increasing macrophage content in the intima, foam cell formation, 

apoptosis. Lipid cores are detectable, covered by the fibrous cap. 

➢ Medial thinning, synthetic SMC migration into the intima.  

➢ Fibrous atheroma, calcified atheroma or fibrotic atheroma.  

Advanced 

(types VI-VIII) 

➢ Increased ECM degradation and remodelling. 

➢ Enlarging lipid cores, necrotic core formation. 

➢ Matrix-metalloproteinase activity results in thinning of fibrous 

cap.  

➢ Atheroma types transform into vulnerable plaque. 

➢ Hematoma/haemorrhage and/or thrombotic deposit. 

 

Elemental imaging of arterial specimens by LA-ICP-MS was performed in collaboration with 

Bayer AG, MR & CT Contrast Media Research, Berlin, Germany. For that, an ICP-MS was 
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coupled to a laser ablation system. Sections were deparaffinized prior to the analysis. Laser 

ablation was performed in continuous-line ablation mode with a circular laser spot size of 20 

μm at a scanning speed of 100 μms-1 and 200 ms acquisition time with daily-optimized output 

energies of 1.5 Jcm-1. Ablated tissue was transported into the ICP-MS imager with helium gas 

at a flow of 0.9 L/min. Matrix-matched laboratory standards of well-defined element 

concentrations were spiked onto gelatine and scanned to quantify arterial vessel wall (media, 

intima and endothelium) Gd and Fe concentrations (Fig. 4). Eu signal was only recorded in 

terms of counts per second (CPS) due to unavailability of standards. Generation of 2D 

distribution maps, image processing and data evaluation were performed using MassImager, a 

free software developed by Robin Schmidt. LA-ICP-MS analysis, image processing and data 

analysis have been explained elsewhere [96]. Accordingly, an image was generated using a set 

of predefined analysis parameters such as. The ‘freehand’ detection tool was used to distinguish 

the arterial vessel area. Regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn to calculate relative signal 

intensity in CPS. Mean signal intensity values were extracted and transferred to Microsoft 

Office Excel, and a regression formula was calculated. This formula was inserted back into the 

respective panel in the MassImager software, and histogram analysis was performed to 

determine data distribution, standard deviation, minima, and maxima. To reduce the 

background noise signal for iron (Fe), europium (Eu), and gadolinium (Gd), minima were set 

to 99.0 nmol/g, 49.5 (CPS), and 0.5 nmol/g, respectively, and maxima were set to 2%, 1%, and 

1%, respectively. Concentrations and standard deviations were transferred back to Microsoft 

Office Excel, where they were categorized under the respective lesion type (control, early 

lesion. and advanced plaque). Mean concentrations and their respective standard deviations 

were calculated, concentration graphs were drawn, and error bars were generated.  
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Figure 4: Matrix-matched calibration and iron (Fe) quantification by laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass 

spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS). a Control specimens with defined concentrations of Fe were scanned. Measurement 

results were obtained in terms of relative signal intensity recorded in counts per second (CPS), which were further 

calculated to define elemental concentrations in defined region of interest (ROI). b Quantification of elements in the 

arterial vessel wall (media, intima and endothelium) was done by applying regression formula. c Plaque boundaries 

were defined by Movat’s-staining. Vessel wall area (green dotted line) was separated from the lumen (red dotted 

line) by ‘freehand’ detection tool d Data distribution, standard deviation, minima and maxima were calculated by 

histogram analysis. Scale bars: 500 μm. Adapted with permission from [96]. 

 

Elemental imaging of arterial specimens by SR-µXRF was performed following LA-ICP-MS 

analysis. Experiments were done at the ID21 beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation 

Facility in Grenoble, France, using the routine procedures developed and implemented by the 

Beamline Instrumentation Software Support (BLISS) group. Experiments were performed 

using the in-vacuum scanning X-ray spectroscopy setup, in which X-rays were generated by 

undulators with a gap size optimized for 7.3 keV. The X-ray beam was focused down to ~0.6 

X 0.8 μm2 (vertical X horizontal) using a fixed-curvature Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror system. Flux 

was ~5 X 1010 photons/s (~180 mA SR current in multibunch mode). Acquisition time per pixel 
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was 100 ms. Pixel size for generating the XRF maps was set to 30 μm, 10 μm, 1-2 μm, or 0.5 

μm depending on the ROI size. Scans were acquired in continuous mode. Distribution maps of 

Fe, Gd, sulfur (S), P, and Ca were generated. XRF spectroscopy normalization, spectral 

deconvolution, generation of 2D elemental distribution maps, and quantification were done 

using PyMCA (Python multichannel analyser) software according to the routine applications 

developed and implemented by the ESRF Beamline Instrumentation Software Support (BLISS) 

group (Fig. 5). SR-µXRF analysis, image processing and data analysis have been explained 

elsewhere [96]. PyMCA implements most of the procedures needed for XRF spectroscopy and 

extracts elemental concentrations in terms of mass fractions or molar concentrations based on 

assumptions about matrix composition. We used published data on the matrix composition of 

arterial tissue specimens [98]. Only predefined ROIs based on IHC findings were quantified by 

SR-XRF analysis. For that, the ‘freehand’ detection tool was used to distinguish the ROI area. 

Molar concentrations of Gd, Fe, P, and Ca at spatial resolutions of 10 μm, 1-2 μm, or 0.5 μm, 

depending on the size of the ROI and the measured XRF spectrum in each point of the image 

were extracted. These values were transferred to Microsoft Office Excel, where they were 

categorized under the respective lesion type (control, early lesion and advanced plaque). Mean 

molar concentrations were calculated, and concentration graphs were generated. Cellular 

uptake of Gd was investigated by analysing P distribution as a marker of cell membrane, ATP, 

and nucleic acids. XRF spectra of advanced plaque sections at 0.5 µm resolution were analysed 

using a 25% threshold. Areas with fluorescence below and above the threshold were revaluated, 

and concentrations were compared. Size distribution analysis of Gd hotspots was done using 

ImageJ software. 
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Figure 5: Quantification of arterial element concentrations by synchrotron radiation µX-ray fluorescence (SR-µXRF) 

spectroscopy. a-c In the absence (left) versus presence (right) of characteristic Gd L-line fluorescence, data and fit 

overlay were displayed by spectral deconvolution: a healthy artery (control), b early lesion, c advanced plaque. 

Movat’s staining provided comparison. When the respective element content is beyond the limit of detection, the fit 

in the absence versus presence of Gd fluorescence remains unchanged. Change in the fit confirms Gd detection 

(asterisk). d Sulfur (S) distribution maps were used to define the arterial boundary on the Gd-detected sections, 

after which XRF spectra are obtained and analysed to determine colocalizing elements. Scale bar: 500 μm. Adapted 

with permission from [96].  
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3.3. Results 

IHC analysis of the arterial specimens obtained from 14 rabbits revealed atherosclerotic plaques 

at different stages of development, which were categorized into early lesions and advanced 

plaques using the pathologic plaque features defined by the AHA (Fig. 6, Table 1, control: n=2, 

early lesion: n=3, advanced plaque: n=9). Movat’s staining revealed medial and endothelial 

regions of the arterial vessel wall as the major cellular areas, which were confirmed by SMA 

and RAM-11 immunostaining. Medial or intimal SMCs were distinguishable by their 

spindle-like and circular shapes, respectively. Non-staining circular, cleft- or vacuole-like 

areas revealed lipid pools majorly at the intimomedial interface with increased macrophage 

colocalization, which were surrounded by light blue-stained GAG networks. 

Yellow/green-stained collagen fibrils and synthetic SMCs were seen surrounding the lipid 

pools. Arterial calcifications were identified by von Kossa staining at higher magnification 

through local increase in the darker brown colour especially along the intimomedial 

interface of advanced plaques. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Immunohistochemical (IHC) characterization of atherosclerotic plaques. Advanced plaque ROI (× 10 

magnification) is provided for comparison. Movat’s staining (red) reveals cells. Immunostaining against smooth 
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muscle cells (SMCs / anti-SMA) and macrophages (anti-RAM-11) revealed SMCs and macrophages, respectively. 

Unstained lipid pools are circular, cleft- or vacuole-like shapes at the intimomedial areas indicating foam cell or lipid 

cores, with increased macrophage colocalization. These are surrounded by GAGs (light blue). Von Kossa staining 

depicts calcifications in the intima, especially along the intimomedial interface of advanced plaques. Scale bars, 

500 μm; ROI, 200 μm; L, lumen; E, endothelium; I, intima; LC, lipid core; asterisk, intimomedial interface; M, media; 

A, adventitia; V, vasa vasorum. Adapted with permission from [96].  

 

Elemental microscopy results matched IHC characterization. S distribution matched the 

anatomy of arterial vessel wall layers and P distribution revealed cellular areas (Fig. 9, Fig. 11). 

LA-ICP-MS detected Gd and Fe with a limit of detection of ~0.1 nmol/g and ~100 nmol/g, 

respectively a (20 µm resolution, x-y direction). VSOPs were identified through Eu-positive 

signal, which differentiated nanoparticle distribution from that of endogenous Fe. No Eu signal 

was detected in controls (Fig. 7). Weaker Eu signal was detected in the media and intima of 

early lesions. Eu signal intensity and Fe concentrations were higher in advancing plaques. High 

Eu signal was confined to endothelium or the intimomedial interface. Fe concentrations were 

146.17 nmol/g (±52.58 nmol/g) in healthy arteries, 264.89 nmol/g (±79.23 nmol/g) in early 

lesions, and 583.20 nmol/g (±122.46 nmol/g) in advanced plaques. 
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Figure 7: Atherosclerotic plaque microdistribution of Europium (Eu)-doped very small superparamagnetic Fe oxide 

nanoparticle (Eu-VSOPs) analysed by LA-ICP-MS. a  57Fe1+ and 153Eu1+ distribution maps. Advanced plaque ROI 

is provided for comparison. Nanoparticle distribution from that of endogenous Fe was detected indirectly through 

Eu-positive signal intensity (CPS). No Eu signal is detected in controls; weaker Eu signal is detected in the media 

and the intima of early lesions. Advanced plaques are characterized by increasing Eu signal intensity and Fe 

concentrations. High Eu signal is confined to endothelium or to the intimomedial interface. Scale bars: 500 µm, 

ROI: 200 µm. b Fe concentration and Eu signal intensity graphs confirm correlations of Fe concentration and Eu 

signal intensity with plaque progression. Adapted with permission from [96].  

 

In the control group (Eu-VSOP-negative, Gd-positive), Gd was detected (Fig. 8). Gd 

distribution was homogeneous in healthy arteries and inhomogeneous in early and advanced 

plaques with increasing concentrations in the subendothelial space. Advanced plaques were 

characterized by high focal Gd content at the intimomedial interface. Gd concentrations were 

2.22 nmol/g (±0.14 nmol/g), 1.63 nmol/g (±1.19 nmol/g), and 9.23 nmol/g (±4.64 nmol/g), with 

maximum concentrations of 5.30 nmol/g, 22.85 nmol/g, and 113.66 nmol/g in healthy arteries, 

early lesions, and advanced plaques, respectively. 
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Figure 8: Atherosclerotic plaque microdistribution of Gd analysed by LA-ICP-MS. a 158Gd distribution maps. 

Advanced plaque ROI is provided for comparison. In the control group, Gd is detected (Eu-VSOP negative, 

Gd-positive). In healthy arteries, Gd distribution is homogenous and global. Gd concentrations are higher in the 

subendothelial space in early lesions. High focal Gd content at the intimomedial interface were detected in advanced 

plaques. Scale bars: 500 µm, ROI: 200 µm. b Gd and maximum Gd concentration graphs in atherosclerotic plaques 

revealed no Gd correlation with plaque progression but with max Gd concentration, which confirm Gd-hotspots. 

Adapted with permission from [96]. 

 

 

SR-µXRF analysis at 30 µm step width detected Gd in 4 samples – one early lesion and 3 

advanced plaques. Predefined ROIs within these specimens were further investigated for their 

Gd content at higher resolutions down to 0.5 µm, which resulted in increasing Gd 

concentrations (Fig. 9). Higher-resolution scans revealed higher local Gd, P, and Ca 

concentrations in advanced plaques (Fig. 9-10).  
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Figure 9: Gd hotspots and spatially resolved Gd microdistribution. a 158Gd distribution maps analysed by 

LA-ICP-MS. Advanced plaque ROI is provided for comparison. Scale bars: 500 µm, ROI: 200 µm, b RGB overlay 

of P, S, and Gd distribution maps at 30 µm resolution analysed by SR-µXRF. c Vessel wall anatomy and cellular 

zones of ROIs were characterized by S and P distribution maps, respectively, at 10 µm resolution; d S, P, calcium 

(Ca), Fe, and Gd distribution maps at 2 µm resolution. Scale bars: b1: 500 µm, b2: 200 µm, b3: 50 µm. e Increasing 

Gd concentrations in ROI with respect to increasing spatial resolution were detected both in early lesions and 

advanced plaques. Adapted with permission from [96]. 
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Figure 10: Gd-hotpots, P and Ca colocalization in atherosclerotic plaques analysed by SR-µXRF. 2 ROIs in an 

advanced plaque are provided for comparison. a RGB overlay of P, S, and Gd distribution maps at 10 µm resolution. 

Scale bars: 100 µm. b Overview of the plaque specimen by Movat’s staining. c Distribution maps and RGB overlay 

of Ca, P, and Gd at 2 µm resolution. Scale bars: 50 µm. d Distribution maps and RGB overlay of Ca, P, and Gd at 

0.5 µm resolution. Scale bars: 10 µm. e In advanced plaques (right), Gd hotspots were detected to contain higher 

P and Ca concentrations with respect to increasing spatial resolution (left). Adapted with permission from [96]. 

 

 

SR-µXRF analysis at 10 µm and 2 µm step width and RGB overlay of P, S, and Fe maps 

demonstrated Fe distribution around cell- or collagen-rich areas in the intima (Fig. 11). 

RGB overlay of Gd, S, and Fe maps showed higher Gd concentrations along the 

intimomedial interface or within the deeper subendothelial space, distinguishing Gd 

distribution from that of Eu-VSOPs. Analysis of possible cellular uptake of Gd yielded Gd, 

P, and Ca concentrations of 0.12 mM, 62.03 mM, and 87.66 mM, respectively, in areas below 
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the threshold (Fig. 12). In areas above the threshold, which indicates elemental hotspots, these 

concentrations were 2.57 mM, 779.85 mM, and 789.85 mM, respectively. Size distribution 

analysis revealed Gd-rich hotspots ranging from a few micrometers to submicrometers in size. 

Such hotspots localized at higher density in spot-like darker brown/black areas depicted by von 

Kossa staining that could be better seen at higher magnification especially along the 

intimomedial interface. 

 

 

Figure 11: Atherosclerotic plaque microdistribution of Fe and Gd. Rabbits were IV injected with either Eu-VSOP 

alone (left) or Eu-VSOP and Gd-BOPTA (right). a Movat’s stained histochemical characterization of an advanced 

plaque pathomorphology. (ROIs - 10X magnification). Synthetic SMCs (red) and dense stretches of collagen 

(yellow/green) fibril mesh are seen in the subendothelial space, intima and intimomedial interface covering 

lipid pools. Scale bars: 500 µm, ROI: 100 µm. b SR-µXRF analysis at 10 µm and 2 µm resolution (ROIs are 

indicated by red dashed lines). RGB overlays of P, S, and Fe distribution maps demonstrate Fe distribution in 

cell- or collagen-rich areas in the intima (left, scale bars: 500 µm, ROI: 100 µm). Intimomedial interface or 

deeper subendothelial space were characterized to contain higher Gd concentrations, which can be seen by the 

RGB overlays of Gd, S, and distribution Fe maps, also distinguishing Gd microdistribution from that of Eu-VSOP. 

(right, scale bars: 250 µm, ROI: 50 µm). L: lumen, I: intima, LC: lipid core, asterisk: intimomedial interface, M: media, 

A: adventitia, V: vasa vasorum. Adapted with permission from [96]. 
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Figure 12: Gd impact on arterial calcification. a Arterial calcifications (dashed red lines or asterisk) are revealed by 

von Kossa-staining, which are more pronounced at the intimomedial interface (Advanced plaque ROI – 15X 

magnification). Scale bar: 100 μm; L, lumen; LC, lipid core. b RGB overlays of Ca, P, and Gd distribution maps 

analyzed by SR-μXRF at 10-μm and 0.5-μm resolution (yellow dashed lines mark ROIs). Scale bars, 100 μm; ROI, 

5 μm. c P distribution maps were analyzed to investigate Gd uptake by cells, in that P distribution marks cell 

membranes, ATP, and nucleic acids. 0.5-μm resolution maps are segmented into two compartments by applying a 

25% threshold on the maximum of the P K-line fluorescence signal and comparing elemental concentrations in 

P-poor (<25% P-threshold) or P-rich (>25% P-threshold) areas. In contrast to P-poor areas with < 1 mM, 62 mM, 

and 87mM of Gd, P and Ca, respectively, P-rich areas contained > 2 mM, 779 mM, and 789mM of Gd, P and Ca, 

respectively, which indicate a potential cellular response to Gd, presumably by those cells that undergo calcified 

apoptosis. d Gd-rich hotspots ranged in sizes between a few micrometers to submicrometers, which indicates Gd 

impact on arterial calcification. Adapted with permission from [96]. 
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3.4. Discussion 

Growing concerns of CVD manifestations due to obesity, diabetes or metabolic syndromes as 

well as risk factors such as genetic background, age, sex, lack of exercise or smoking necessitate 

improvements in the existing diagnostic approaches, placing development of early diagnostic  

tools as a central goal in medical research [1, 2]. Although identified as the underlying cause of 

CVD, routine clinical diagnosis of atherosclerosis still relies on the evaluation of compromised 

blood flow and the degree of luminal stenosis, but cannot reliably discriminate stable and 

vulnerable atherosclerotic plaques [7]. Underestimation of atherosclerotic plaques with 

angiographically mild arterial narrowing but still existing high risk state due to fissures reaching 

down to the deeper layers of the intima or persisting inflammation often happens, unless 

patients are administered to the hospital at the emergency due to stroke or myocardial infarction, 

which is already the end stage of the disease [26, 34]. For this reason, imaging for subclinical 

atherosclerosis and screening of asymptomatic patients at intermediate or lower risk are vital 

for prevention of improved CVD risk prediction and disease management [99]. 

 

In that regard, in vivo molecular imaging has become the core interest for new approaches of 

diagnostic research with rapid translations into the clinical practice to extend our understanding 

of fundamental disease mechanisms in humans and treatment of these diseases [100]. Molecular 

imaging brings different scientific fields including physics, medicine, chemistry, molecular 

biology and biochemistry, pharmacology and bioinformatics together into a new, highly 

interdisciplinary imaging field [101]. It covers a range of modalities, which aim at 

spatial-temporal sensing and assessment of molecular targets, characterizing cellular processes 

and monitoring cell or tissue phenotypes in biological systems under disease-associated 

pathological conditions [102]. In the focus of CVD, although earlier imaging studies mostly 

used radioisotope-derivatized monoclonal antibodies, efforts in the last two decades have set 

non-invasive imaging approaches to the center of medical diagnostic research, and resulted in 

growth in imaging reporters, among which GBCAs and IONPs have emerged as the most 

promising clinical and preclinical imaging agents [103, 104].  

 

Contrast-enhanced MRI after IV injection of metal-based CAs is the first non-invasive 

technique that allowed identification of key inflammatory processes of atherosclerotic plaque 

progression [33]. It allows angiographic examination and assessment of local plaque 

composition as well as quantification of arterial plaque burden, which collectively make it the 
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ideal imaging modality for in vivo imaging and for the early diagnosis of atherosclerosis 

[35, 105, 106]. Potential MRI-based atherosclerotic plaque characterization relies on 

elucidating interactions of metal-based CAs within the tissue composition during plaque 

progression by improved detection of CA metals. ECM accumulation and degradation have 

been recognized as a major pathological process, raising attention towards MR imaging of the 

ECM [61, 64]. It is likely that metal-based CAs might distribute within atherosclerotic plaques 

through mechanisms involving metal dissociation and complexation with endogenous 

molecules and anionic components of the plaque ECM, especially GAGs [24, 48].  

 

In a previous study that serves as the basis to this dissertation research work, we investigated 

correlations between vessel wall late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) in T1-weighted MRI and 

histologic markers of atherosclerotic plaque progression over a time course of 60 min [40]. We 

detected a steady increase from moderate to strong correlation between the LGE and the ECM 

material or calcifications (Fig. 2). This suggests that, despite macrophages being the most 

well-known markers of atherosclerotic plaque progression, arterial remodeling plays a central 

role in the atherosclerotic plaque formation and progression by altering the molecular make-up 

of the plaque ECM mostly because of unresolved inflammation [61, 107]. Both the plaque 

burden in terms of increasing ECM synthesis and specific types of pathological activities, 

e.g. calcifications, are useful factors to consider in contrast-enhanced MRI approaches.  

 

This dissertation work aimed at better understanding the microdistribution of CA metals from 

IONPs (Eu-VSOP) and GBCAs (Gd-BOPTA) in arterial tissue sections at different stages of 

atherosclerotic plaque progression. However, it is essential to note why there would be different 

stages of atherosclerotic plaque formation among the animals, while only a single time-point 

experimental approach was performed. Certainly, it would be more important to perform a 

largely extended investigation also involving different time points, which would require the 

obligation of performing exactly matching experimental procedures on different animals. 

However, it is extremely difficult to fix such experimental procedures that involve a 

complicated series of steps including animal care, feeding, disease development, imaging, 

obtaining aortic specimens and further elemental microscopy. Furthermore, as much as 

temporally, atherosclerotic plaque progression is also a spatially heterogeneous process, which 

leads to not only different pathologies among the animals, but also even intra-organismal 

differences. This translates into different levels of plaque formation in different depths of the 

aortic system within one individual organism, thus it is likely that almost all AHA-defined 
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stages could be observed within the same animal. In this study, utilizing the same time-point 

experimental procedure was a simplified, yet a great strategy to eliminate significant deviations 

or errors that might result from the investigations on multiple time-points. Additionally, the 

work presented here focused on a sophisticated experimental approach that combines usual IHC 

workflow with cutting-edge analytical instrumental analysis in order to reach highest level of 

sensitivity and spatial resolution for quantification. We utilized correlative elemental 

microscopy by LA-ICP-MS and SR-μXRF spectroscopy, and achieved improved detection of 

CA metals in arterial tissue specimen (LOD ~ 0.1 nmol/g for Gd, spatial resolution of 0.5 µm). 

In summary, this study serves as an important basis for subsequent experimental MRI studies 

aiming at advanced characterization of atherosclerotic plaques, illuminating transition from 

stable to vulnerable plaque, and ultimately early diagnosis of atherosclerosis.  

 

Early uptake of VSOPs (<2 h) into atherosclerotic plaques is currently being investigated for 

their potential in MR imaging of experimental atherosclerosis [58, 59]. Eu-doping of VSOPs 

allowed us to detect nanoparticles and discriminate their distribution from that of endogenous 

Fe by LA-ICP-MS [108]. In general, our results presented correlations of ECM material 

accumulation with Eu signal intensity, Fe concentration and maximal Gd concentration.We 

observed focal Eu-VSOP distribution mostly at the boundaries of the adventitia, media, and 

intima, along the endothelium and superficially in the subendothelial space (Fig. 7, Fig. 11). 

These findings are consistent with earlier studies, which suggest endocytosis and macrophage 

uptake of VSOPs [109, 109]. RGB overlay of P, S, and Fe maps exposed Fe distribution in 

cell- or collagen-rich areas (Fig. 11). Increased vasa vasorum activity leads to formation of 

neovessels that might enhance nanoparticle uptake into the plaque ECM, during which they 

might interact with Fe transport, Fe-S clustering or storage proteins, and highly sulfated GAGs 

(electronic supplemental material Fig. S2) [111].  

 

A notable finding here was that the Gd concentration in the arterial vessel wall did not show 

correlation with the ECM material accumulation. However, maximum Gd concentrations were 

higher in early lesions compared to healthy arteries, which further increased in advanced 

plaques, indicating focal Gd hotspots. The hotspots were most prominent at the intimomedial 

interface of advanced plaques with high P and Ca colocalization (Fig. 8-10). SR-µXRF analysis 

of these at higher spatial resolution revealed Gd content exceeding mM concentrations. Gd 

uptake into atherosclerotic plaques may result in insoluble complex formation  at the areas with 

high P and Ca colocalization (Fig. 10), [47, 48]. This might be triggered, if not initiated, by 
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partial breakdown of Gd-chelates at the endothelium or vasa vasorum or through complexation 

with serum albumin and interactions with collagen, proteoglycans, and tenascin [107]. Collagen 

network integrity in cartilage has been shown to be a determinant of gadopentate dimeglumine 

accumulation [112]. Remarkably, we observed dense stretches of collagen fibrils surrounding 

lipid-rich zones. This might lead to selective Gd deposition, possibly around the lipid pools 

enriched at the intimomedial interface, or by formations of Gd concentration gradients upon 

interactions with GAGs (Fig. 11, electronic supplementary material Fig. S1). GAGs are potent 

candidates for ligand competition reactions, especially with abundant divalent or trivalent 

cations nearby [24, 113]. Gd-BOPTA is negatively charged, nevertheless it is highly probable 

that Gd might partially dissociate from its chelate compound especially in metabolically active 

inflammatory parts of the atherosclerotic ECM. Interestingly, after incubation of GBCAs 

including Gd-BOPTA in heparin, which is a highly sulfated GAG type, MRI 

signal-enhancement was reported to increase significantly [48].   

 

Inhibition of phagocytosis and macrophage apoptosis upon Gd exposure have been reported, 

although GBCAs are known to distribute extracellularly after IV administration [114, 115]. We 

speculated that, since high P distribution marks cell membrane, ATP and nucleic acids, 

SR-µXRF spectra obtained for P distribution at 0.5 µm resolution could corroborate a cellular 

response. As expected, after applying a threshold analysis on the P fluorescence spectra, higher 

Gd, P and Ca concentrations were detected in areas above the threshold, once again confirming 

Gd hotspots and providing further support to insoluble complex formation. Size distributions 

of these hotspots from a few micrometers to submicrometers indicates Gd impact on arterial 

calcification, presumably taking place by extracellular mineralization or calcified apoptosis. 

(Fig. 12, electronic supplementary material Fig. S5) [116]. Whether Gd joins the calcification 

process by concentration-dependent means, or it might possess a causal role were not 

investigated, though it is of high importance for further investigations.  

 

Known as a highly regulated process of atherogenesis, arterial calcification  is similar to bone 

formation, occurs simultaneous to lipid accumulation in the enlarging neointima, and becomes 

a key characteristic of advanced plaques [117]. The earliest calcification in atherosclerotic 

lesions occur in apoptotic SMCs, which form membrane bound vesicles that actively calcify in 

different forms consisting of speckles, fragmented or diffuse calcifications [7]. In human 

atherosclerotic lesions, unesterified cholesterol and hydroxyapatite have been detected in close 

association, in which lipid molecules like cholesterol tend to crystallize upon hydroxyapatite 
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seeds [118]. Calcifications are often detected by histological methods involving von Kossa 

staining or Alizarin red S staining. Von Kossa staining is based on the binding of silver ions to 

the anions (phosphates, sulphates, or carbonates) of calcium salts, and the reduction of silver 

salts to form dark brown or black staining  [119]. Although histological detection stand-alone 

is a weak, ill-posed approach, and remains insufficient in obtaining conclusive results as 

staining protocols are mostly non-specific due to chemical treatments and washing steps (e.g. 

ethanol washing, washing with water, washing with chemical dyes, etc.), they can still be 

detectable as spot-like local increase in the darker brown/black colour. In this study, at higher 

magnification visualization, such areas were detected locally especially at the intimomedial 

interface of advanced atherosclerotic plaques, which also correspond to areas with enriched Gd, 

P and Ca content (Fig. 6, Fig. 10, Fig. 12, electronic supplementary material Fig. S1, Fig. S5). 

These findings are in line with studies reporting calcified deposit formation in the form of 

microzones predominantly in the muscoelastic layer of the thickening intima, where they lead 

to destruction of elastin fibers [120, 121]. 

 

In another study aiming at investigating changes in the biophysical properties of cells and 

tissues after administration of clinical GBCAs, we reported important results that support the 

findings presented here in this dissertation research work [122]. In that study, we performed 

real-time deformability cytometry to human blood samples from 6 donors, which were treated 

with 3 different GBCAs and Gd trichloride at the conditions that mimic clinical doses and 

exposure times. Lymphocytes, monocytes and neutrophils are subtypes of blood leukocytes, 

which were measured and characterized with respect to their physical properties including size 

and brightness, were all found to become significantly stiffer (3% - 13%, P < 0.01) independent 

of the steric structure or charge or stability of the GBCA. These findings confirm the findings 

that GBCAs are indeed likely to encounter cellular response starting with blood cells and 

vascular endothelial cells after IV administration [123, 124]. Thus, in enlarging atherosclerotic 

plaques, where the endothelium becomes dyfunctional leading to increased permeability, it is 

possible that quantities of GBCAs, whether intact or partially dechelated, or as free Gd3+ ions, 

can enter cells after or during penetration into the growing intima, especially when they are in 

the close vicinity of those cells that participate in extracellular mineralization or that undergo 

calcific apoptosis [47, 48].  
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There are several limitations of this dissertation study comprising small sample size, and 

histological processing of the archived aortic material. Although useful from the statistical 

standpoint, examination of a larger sample set would have not been feasible for elemental 

microscopy during our granted beam-time at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility. 

Additionally, tissue fixation, paraffin embedding, and washing steps are standard applications 

in IHC. However, histological detection stand-alone is an ill-posed approach, and remains 

insufficient in obtaining conclusive results as washing steps in staining protocols (e.g. ethanol 

washing, washing with water, washing with chemical dyes, etc.) might have altered the 

elemental concentrations, particularly for elements involved in transient interactions. Taking 

this into account, none of the results of this study was presented relying solely on histological 

staining, but these were rather used to provide the basic level of data interpretation, upon which 

or taken together with the other applied cutting-edge analytical methods, further corroborations 

and much stronger interpretations were obtained. Finally, the images provided in the 

dissertation had to be processed to lower image qualities. Ultimately, atherosclerotic plaque 

characterization should be done on higher-resolution images at higher magnification, which 

also constituted the basis of the characterization approach for the original publication. 
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3.5. Conclusion 

This dissertation work aimed at better understanding the microdistribution of CA metals from 

IONPs (Eu-VSOPs) and GBCAs (Gd-BOPTA) in arterial tissue sections at different stages of 

atherosclerotic plaque progression. We utilized IHC and elemental microscopy by LA-ICP-MS 

and SR-µXRF. Our findings showed distinct atherosclerotic plaque tissue distributions of 

Eu-VSOPs and Gd, which are determined by the ECM composition. Eu signal intensity and Fe 

concentration in the arterial wall correlated with plaque progression, suggesting the feasibility 

of Eu-VSOPs in monitoring plaque progression in experimental MRI studies. Importantly, our 

results suggest that the intimomedial interface is a crucial microenvironment hosting elemental 

hotspots containing high concentrations of Ca and P, indicating calcifications. These areas are 

also the hotspots of Gd distribution, which range in size from a few micrometers to 

submicrometers. This indicates Gd impact on arterial calcification, further investigations of 

which are crucial for understanding underlying pathological changes leading to vulnerability. 

 

Cells and tissues constantly react to their surroundings by swift adaptations that often take place 

through dynamic feedback loops within their ECM. In diseases, ECM is altered qualitatively 

and quantitatively in the form of changes in the biochemical composition, supramolecular 

organization and intrinsic physicochemical characteristics. These changes are rapidly initiated 

by transient interactions such as reorganization or neutralization of the charge nature around 

the molecules, which alter nearby architecture and give rise to hierarchical and stronger 

interactions, all of which exist at the highly abundant level within the ECM composition. 

Therefore, it is highly important for further studies to investigate possible mechanisms 

involving metal dissociation and complexation or influences of the ECM composition on the 

biodistribution of metal-based CAs in different disease models.  

 

As the first study that compares the microdistribution of iron oxide- and Gd-based MR contrast 

agents in atherosclerotic plaques, the experimental workflow presented here focused on 

improving atherosclerotic plaque characterization by providing quantitative findings at high 

sensitivity and spatial resolution. Thus, this dissertation study serves as an important basis for 

subsequent MRI studies aiming at advanced characterization of atherosclerotic plaques, 

depicting changes leading to vulnerable plaques, and ultimately early diagnosis of the disease.  
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